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Visit the 5.5mm Association Website - www.55ng.co.uk 
 

Follow us on Facebook – ‘5.5mm Railway Modellers’ - https://www.facebook.com/groups/1708721226014499/ 
 

We have a 5.5mm page at NGRM Online - http://ngrm-online.com/forums/index.php?/forum/9-55mm-scale/ 
 

 

 

Cover Photo :- 

One from the archives?  An evocative photo of the Llandovery Road running shed on Dennis Harrison’s Towy 

Valley Railway, sadly a layout no longer with us.  If my memory still works we have, from left to right, the Fairlie 

‘Joshua Nathan’, the cab end of No.9 ‘Jack’, one of the two Sharp Stewarts under the water tank and – I think – at 

the far end of the goods train, No.4, the subject of an article in this issue.  Lovely! 

 
The Inside Page - 

 Renewals 

Despite the reminder in the last issue about the ‘deadline’ for 2019 renewals, there are still a number of members 

that we have not heard from.  Having contacted one or two, we found that they had simply forgotten and were 

going ahead to renew.  We have therefore decided to send an email copy of 55 News to people who we think may 

have been meaning to renew but – well, you know what I’m saying.  So if you have unexpectedly received this 

copy by email, you now know why.  If you have not renewed yet we would love you to do so. If you normally 

receive your copy by post, I’ll send you your printed copy when you do renew so that you don’t have a gap in your 

collection.  Ways to renew are shown at the bottom of this page. 

Of course, if you are one of the several people who joined us at or after the AGM in September 2018 you can 

ignore all of the above as your membership already runs until the end of 2019. 

On the other hand, you may not have intended to renew your membership, in which case we will not chase you 

again, so please accept this copy with our compliments.  We are genuinely sad to lose any member but we do 

understand that people’s interests change and any organisation’s membership fluctuates over time.  If you really 

are leaving us, we wish you all the best for the future. 

 

Annual General Meeting 

The AGM will be with us in a month’s time.  See the invitation on Page 11. 

 

Editor 

An opportunity for someone to become more involved – Go and look at my announcement on Page 11. 

 

            Noel 

 

         

    Ways to Renew your Membership 
Membership remains at just £10.00 

The easiest way is by PayPal to paypal@55ng.co.uk (please send as money to friends / family) 

Alternatively by Cheque to the Secretary (address above) 

Or Bank Transfer to:-  5.5mm Association 

                                 Sort Code 40-34-06 

           Acc. No. 41124641 
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http://ngrm-online.com/forums/index.php?/forum/9-55mm-scale/
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Chairman Dave’s Thoughts - Cornish Freelance 
 

 

 
           

 

 

 

Wales is generally acknowledged to be the spiritual home of narrow gauge, and the evidence is all around us with 

the Little Railways of Wales. Wonderful and exquisite though they are (and we probably wouldn’t be modelling 

without them), there’s always inspiration and ideas to be gleaned from other parts of the country. 

I took a holiday break at the end of April 2019 to Cornwall. As anyone who’s visited the county will know, it’s a 

very lovely place to visit, with picturesque hills and scenic vistas galore. One day I went out to St. Michael’s Mount, 

one of Cornwall’s leading tourist spots, an island just off the coast with its own castle whose history dates back to 

the days when Phoenician traders used to come to pick up tin ore for export to the Mediterranean. Since then, it’s 

been a monastery, an army camp and much more.  The full history is at https://stmichaelsmount.co.uk   
These days, there’s a causeway for access at low tide, while boats will ferry you at high tide. Viewing the place, 

there’s a complete harbour and a wonderful range of historic buildings to inspire your modelling muscles. In fact it 

cries out for a narrow gauge system for not only the harbour, but the produce generated by various gardens around 

the island. 

 

 

 

 

St. Michael’s 

Mount, 

viewed from 

the mainland. 

Houses in 

the ‘front 

row’ on the 

island with a 

view 

overlooking 

the harbour. 

https://stmichaelsmount.co.uk/
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There are other sources of inspiration in Cornwall. At St.Ives there’s a shop selling interesting crystals that claims 

itself to be “The St. Ives slate company’ although it doesn’t actually deal in slate. The Delabole Slate Company 

produces blue-grey Cornish slate that has been used for buildings for over 800 years and they claim that the slate 

industry there was larger than that of North Wales. There’s a sister site at Mill Hill, some 30 miles away. Further 

info can be found at www.slate.uk.com/cornish-slate/  For modelling a Cornish slate line, you could imagine a 30 

mile long railway between the mines and let your imagination do the rest. There was also a slate quarry at Tintagel, 

with remains still visible. As a starting point for a layout you might consider Ffestiniog Railway designs for slate 

wagons, while locos and stock could be inspired either by the Fezzie or something much larger for such a length of 

line. The sky’s the limit.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Yes, it’s ‘What If?’ time again!  I’ve included pics I took at the time to whet your appetite and get the imagination 

going. You could plan a harbour system, a military railway, or even a layout that deals with the shipping of tin 

products that were so much at the heart of Cornwall’s economy in past times. You might even like to imagine that 

St. Michael’s Mount was properly attached to the mainland and justify a whole rail system based on tin mining. 

When I originally wrote this article, Noel pointed out that there’s still a St.Michael’s Mount Tramway in existence 

- many thanks to Noel for pointing me in the right direction! The tramway was developed in 1900 by the castle’s 

then owner Lord Levant to transport building materials and groceries up the hill and dustbins downhill. A 

passenger service was contemplated in 1930 but never developed - a pity. The gauge was (depending on your 

source) 2’5”, 2’5
 1/2

” or 4’6”.  It’s still in use today but the National Trust (now custodians of the island) tend to 

discourage visitors from seeing it. A disused section is still visible, ending at the harbour wall. 

 

 
 

Part of St. Michael’s Mount cable-hauled tramway 
Rails still in situ where the tramway used to end at 

the harbour wall. 

Delabole Slate Quarry, known 

locally as ‘The Big Hole’. 

http://www.slate.uk.com/cornish-slate/
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Many of you will have read of the Pentewan railway, a four mile long 2’6” narrow gauge railway that existed from 

1829 until 1918 to carry china clay from St. Austell to the harbour at Pentewan. The Pentewan locos have been 

modelled by various people over the years including Don Boreham. A quick perusal of the web will provide you 

with further information. You might imagine that there were several different sites from which china clay was 

taken to the harbour and that might justify a narrow gauge empire all of its own. Perhaps, as a basis for a layout, 

we might speculate that standard gauge railways didn’t get as far as the sources of clay and that a narrow gauge 

system was built, eventually connecting with the GWR or Southern standard gauge, somewhat on the lines of 

Blaenau or Portmadoc.  It’s not difficult to justify a freelance Cornish narrow gauge empire! 

 

 

 

 

‘Trewithen’ of the 

Pentewan Railway 

‘Canopus’ with a Sunday School outing on 

the Pentewan Railway. 

Note the uniformed band in the first wagon! 

‘Pioneer’ on the Pentewan 

Railway with the Hawkins 

family private carriage. 
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A Tale of Two Chassis on the Towy Valley Railway 
 

Dennis Harrison 

 I read with some interest Andrew Wilson’s articles in 55 News describing the construction of three tank locos using 

Berliner Bahn chassis and Kitmaster bodies. I thought these locos were the bee’s knees of locos, so to speak, and 

they would all have looked a treat on my old Towy Valley Railway - smallish, chunky and powerful. However, it is 

not well known that the TVR had its own combination loco, known simply as No.4, which employed a Berliner 

Bahn chassis and my own hand-built body to go with it. The body in my case was constructed mostly of sheet 

metal and in true TVR tradition stuffed with lead in every space available. 

 

A Short Background History 

This little adventure started back in 1991 when I read a book called ‘Namib Narrow Gauge’ by Sydney Moir, a 

fascinating history of narrow gauge lines in what was then German South West Africa, now Namibia.  The story 

included the building of the Otavi 60cm mineral line from Otavi to the port at Swakopmund and also a 60cm line 

called the State Northern Field Railway, built by the German Army in 1897 from the same port to the state capital 

at Windhuk.  The South African army booted the Germans out of Namibia during the First World War after a few 

short battles and Namibia came under South African jurisdiction, including taking over both the State Northern and 

Otavi lines. The Otavi line became of great importance carrying large quantities of minerals, mainly copper, from 

the extensive mines at Otavi to the port at Swakopmund.  Construction of the line had started in 1903 and it opened 

for traffic in 1906.  After the war the State Northern gradually fell into disuse apart from a section which, like the 

whole of the Otavi line, was re-gauged to the South African standard of 3ft 6in. 

The State Northern line ran on prefabricated track with metal sleepers, laid by the army on the existing roads of the 

time.  It both started and finished life with just two classes of locomotive. The first class was a range of diminutive 

0-6-0 tank engines which were normally run in pairs back-to-back and which were replaced fairly quickly by a 

larger and more powerful class of 0-8-0 tank engines. These were German-built to an army contract, all to the same 

basic design though with detail differences, by a variety of German manufacturers. Both classes of loco can be seen 

in the photo above.  I immediately took a liking to the larger loco and determined to build one even though TVR 

No.3 had just been started. 
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 The Model 

The construction of the loco that became No 4 on the TVR started in September 1992 when I read a catalogue 

showing a range of 3mm scale/12mm gauge locomotives and stock from the East German manufacturer Berliner 

Bahn.  One of these was a 2-8-2 tank loco with wheelbase and driving wheel diameter similar to the State 

Northern loco, so anticipating a quick and easy addition to TVR motive power I sent off for one.  I ditched the 

body and did a bit of butchery on the chassis with a junior hacksaw to remove the two pony wheels.  My diary 

says I spent a fortnight building the body and the complete job was finished in four weeks.  Loco building had 

never been so good.  The drawbacks began to emerge when the chassis proved to be very rough and noisy, 

definitely not in the Fleischmann league and streets behind my No. 1 Bagnall, which was the only other loco on 

the TVR in those early days.  It was also not very heavy at 6 ozs., but was just able to manage a couple of coaches 

up the TVR’s formidable gradients with a fair wind behind it.  When the loco had been run in to some extent the 

roughness and noise became less obtrusive and it became a very reasonable partner to the Bagnall. 

Its running must have been acceptable to me for I note that it survived in service in this condition for some five 

years.  Then came Armageddon day, when I managed to destroy most of the chassis by over generous application 

of WD40 to the bearings and gears, a habit I had indulged in for a considerable time and to which the chassis had 

become addicted.  This had apparently softened the plastic parts and bearings to such an extent that on its last and 

very memorable trip - downhill and at speed - the whole chassis came to bits with wheels, gears, con rods and 

other chassis parts scattered all over the landscape.  Tragic, hilarious and expensive all at once.    

I made a new chassis for it using the smallest driving wheels that Romfords produced which were 12.5mm in dia. 

These were of course too big as I was looking for something about 10mm dia to take into account the oversize 

flanges, so I just had to go with the flow and make an 0-6-2 chassis instead.  The motor was (and still is) a small 

Mashima 14mm by 20mm can motor directly driving the rear axle via a 33:1 worm and wormwheel with a 64DP 

gear train to the other two axles.  This was the first time I had used the then-new Romford axle extensions which 

worked a treat. 

 

From 1992 the rebuilt loco ran a mind-boggling mileage on the TVR before being handed over in 2010 to Noel 

Adams for his little coal carrying Nettlebridge line in Somerset, a line more suited to its size and capabilities.   

No. 4 returned to the TVR workshops some time later when the by-now oval main bearings were replaced before 

a rejuvenated loco was returned to the Nettlebridge line for further work. 
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I have no pics of No.4 running with the Berliner chassis as this was in pre-digital age and my pics then were very 

poor and so I gave up trying (though the digital age changed all that) and very few thereafter on my own chassis. 

 I submit a couple though of the dismantling required to install new bearings many years later. 

 

 

 

 

No.4 running in its new home 

on the Nettlebridge line in 

Somerset, where it continues 

to give loyal service. 

The loco is now named Pitcot 

after one of the small mines 

nearby.  The original motor 

has been replaced by an 

identical new one and the 

loco now operates on a DCC 

system. 

  

New bearings in and ready for assembly. Chassis re-assembled and ready for the road. 

I imagine myself standing in 

the ruins of the old Llandovery 

Road running shed, puffing at 

my old briar and thinking how 

it would have looked at the 

turn of the century, all steam 

and smoke and lead ore trains 

coasting past on the way to the 

sidings at Llandovery 

Exchange Station. 

Here for your perusal are a 

couple of old plate photos 

taken about 1895. (One is on 

the cover – Ed.) Strict orders 

have no doubt gone out to 

damp fires and shut off steam 

for the half-minute exposures 

to take place.  

The front of No.4 can just be seen peeping from the front of the running shed in the photo on the left. 
 

There is a moral to this story – Keep the WD40 in the garden shed where it belongs! 
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My Latest 5.5mm Talyllyn Locomotives 

 
Alan Catlow 

 
During the last few years there seems to have been a trend towards 3D printed models, particularly when only a 

limited run is required. That is fine as it can make life easier in some cases and models can be completed in a 

much shorter time than once was the case. Nevertheless this method does not suit everyone. I suppose you could 

say I am old fashioned and should move forward, but in my case it is difficult to change as I still prefer to stick to 

my trusty time-proven method of modelling.  All I really need to get me started is a good scale drawing and I am 

away. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Dolgoch’ 

Over the past few years I have been 

busy constructing three Talyllyn 

locomotives in our scale, photos of 

these were seen in 55News. (Some 

repeated here – Ed.). The first, No. 2 

‘Dolgoch’ was built around the famous 

Malcolm Savage cast white metal body 

kit. Alas, no working chassis was 

available so the only alternative was to 

construct my own. This I did from 

brass along with Romford type wheels 

and the trusty 9 x 16 Mashima open 

frame motor. 

 

 

‘Talyllyn’ 

Having successfully completed 

No. 2, I set about making No. 1, 

‘Talyllyn’ itself. This proved 

more of a challenge as I had to 

make both the chassis and the 

body from scratch. The 

experience gained from building 

‘Dolgoch’ proved invaluable 

and so the chassis was built 

using the same basic ideas. The 

body was more of a challenge as 

I used nickel silver and brass, so 

all the parts had to be cut out 

individually and soldered 

together.   

 

‘Sir Haydn’ 

Two down and No. 3 ‘Sir Haydn’ to go!  

I was now getting into the swing of 

building Talyllyn locos.  As we know, 

No.3 came from the Corris Railway and 

had a different look about it, particularly 

around the footplate. This was stepped 

down at the rear and involved a great deal 

more cutting out and bending before I 

was completely satisfied with the shape.  

Eventually with determination, as they 

say, it did look to be representative of the 

loco in question. So now I was able to 

move onwards with three completed 

locos. 
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‘Merseysider’ 

With three steam locos completed I turned 

my attention to one of the diesels. I had a 

spare Halling motor bogie which proved 

ideal for ‘Merseysider’. The body material 

used in this model is different from the 

three steam engines as I used plasticard this 

time. I found that certain thicknesses 

worked better in certain places and even 

then some nickel silver and lead for extra 

weight were used. The motor on the Halling 

bogie is a little on the wide side to I had to 

make the body as close a fit to the motor 

sides as possible. As there is no apparent 

way to mount a body to the chassis I made a 

sort of clamp around the motor with a nut 

soldered on top to secure the body to. 

Painting any model is one part of the construction I particularly like doing. Care must be taken at this stage. After 

all, if you make a mess of this part it very soon lets down all that hard work that you have put in up to now and can 

ruin what should be a good job. So painting cannot be rushed. Over the years I have experimented with colours. 

The Talyllyn green is rather special and having previously tried to mix my own I eventually settled on Phoenix 

Precision BS223 Middle Bronze Green (Gloss).  This looks fine, particularly when the Fox lining out is added. 

This is the second time that I have made ‘Dolgoch’ and ‘Sir Haydn’ in our scale, the first time being over twenty 

years ago. These original models are still running and owned by our Chairnan Dave Etheridge on his Towyn Wharf 

layout – the first 5.5mm layout that I built. 

 

 

 

 

The real ‘Merseysider’ in 

Pendre yard in March 1992. 

By this date it is looking 

rather shabby, but after all it 

is a workhorse. 

I understand that 

‘Merseysider’ is no longer 

on the Talyllyn Railway. 

Does anyone know where it 

is and what condition it is 

in? 

The model scenes in the photos were taken on my ‘Ramsey’ 4mm scale Isle of Man layout.  By having this layout 

with 12mm gauge track I can run models in 3mm, 4mm and 5.5mm scales with having to build three separate 

layouts! 

 

I hope to show you my Talyllyn coaches in a future issue. 
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Come to the AGM! 
 

You are cordially invited to the 2019 AGM of the 5.5mm Association on the 28th September 2019 

The AGM will be held in the Meeting Room above the Railway Museum at Kidderminster (Severn 

Valley Railway) Station at 2:00pm. We will have access to the room from 12:00pm and we will gather 

for lunch at 12:30pm, at the main Station Buffet. 
 

As well as members, interested non- members are also welcome. 

You'll be able to meet 5.5mm modellers, see what we do and view our models. You can join on the day! 
 

We are hoping that at least two ‘Traders’ will be there with 5.5mm goodies to sell! 
 

Access is easy - by rail, Kidderminster Station is adjacent to the Severn Valley Railway station. 

By car, the Postcode is DY10 1QR, with both station's car parks within easy walking distance. 
 

Please do bring any models you would like to show, whether complete or under construction. 

We love to see your work! 
 

  See you on the day! 

   Dave Etheridge 

   Chairman, 5.5mm Association 

_________________________________________________ 

 

WANTED 
 

Dead or alive 
 

(Well, preferably alive!) 
 

A new editor for 55 news 
 

I have been playing the role of Editor for coming up to seven years and 

this is my 28
th

 Issue of 55 News.  For a variety of reasons I am attempting 

to cut back on some of my activities and after much prevarication I have 

decided that the time has come to seek a new Editor.  

The Newsletter Editor is a full member of the Committee, so this is an 

opportunity to play a part in the running of the Association. 

The job is not an onerous one – I have picked up the necessary 

knowledge required to put 55 News together as I have gone along and 

will of course be happy to share this with a new editor and to work 

alongside him (or her) to get them up and running. 

I would like to step down at the latest by the 2020 AGM with a new 

editor fully established by then.  Interested members – form an orderly 

queue and get in touch with me! 

         Noel 
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Nettlebridge Tales - Fred’s Hammer 
 

A True Story from Noel Adams 
 

One of the characters I remember fondly from my time working at the colliery was Fred Newth.  Tall and strong 

with a weather beaten face, a big nose and a permanent smile, Fred was a craftsman fitter.  In his younger days 

he must have presented a striking figure.  Now in his mid-sixties with a few sticking-up sprinkles of white hair, 

Fred was like a favourite uncle.  Age had been kind to him.  Apart from a gammy finger resulting from an 

argument with a lathe and a slight limp courtesy of a Norton 500 motor bike, Fred walked tall and straight and 

was in good health.  Whenever any machining or other skilled mechanical work was needed, Fred was the man 

for the job.  Not that he was rushed off his feet – life usually ambled along at a gentle pace in Somerset in those 

days.   

There was one thing in Fred’s routine that puzzled me for a year or two.  Every afternoon after lunch he would 

stroll out of the mechanical fitters’ shop, which was right next to our electrical workshop.  Where he was going 

he didn’t say and in the early days I was too polite to ask.  He was always carrying something in his hand.  

Occasionally it was a large spanner, but mostly it was a big old ball pein hammer with a long handle.  Fred 

would carry the hammer a bit like an old soldier would carry a rifle, with the end of the shaft cupped in his hand 

and the head resting over his shoulder.  Sometimes, if I happened to be out in the yard when he set off on his 

perambulations, he would pass me with a grin and say, “Hello me son!” and I would watch him walk across the 

yard and disappear amongst the buildings. 

One day, when I had been working there for two or three years and had got to know most of the maintenance 

men fairly well, I plucked up courage to ask Fred where he went every afternoon.  He grinned at me, looked over 

his shoulder, and said, “I usually go for a chat with Charlie Presley, then I have a cup o’ tea with Doug, and if 

the weather’s nice I might have a walk down by the stream.  Then I come back when it’s time for tea break.”   

Now it was my turn to grin.  I asked, “But what’s with the hammer, Fred?”   

Fred’s grin grew broader.  “Ah,” he said quietly, “That’s for them up there,” and nodded his head toward the 

wages office window which overlooked the yard.  “They’m always lookin’ out the window and when they see 

me they think I’m goin’ off to do some work.  They don’t know where I’m goin’, but I always let ‘em think I’m 

busy.”  We both laughed and from then on when Fred went out he would look over in my direction and give a 

broad wink. 

About a year later it was Fred’s sixty-fifth birthday and he seemed pleased to be retiring.  During his last 

afternoon he packed a few of his more expensive tools into the old gas mask bag that normally contained his 

sandwiches and gave away a few other items to his  workmates.  He came around the corner into our workshop 

with a broad grin on his face, holding the old long-handled hammer in his two hands.  He held the hammer out to 

me, saying, “Here you are me son.  I won’t be needin’ this anymore!”  Surprised and touched, I thanked Fred 

profusely and shook his great hard hand.  “I shan’t forget that lesson, Fred,” I said.  He just grinned.  

 

Fred's hammer is hanging in my garage to this day. 

 

Consequences – or If You Don’t, I’ll Have to! 
 

Consequences? – What is he talking about now?  You may well ask.  It’s like this – If you don’t send me 

something to put in the magazine I still have twelve pages to fill, so I have to scratch around for something to 

occupy the vacant spaces.  This has happened a few times and with luck you may not always have noticed.  With 

this issue I’ve managed to stretch things out so that just one page is in need of a ‘filler’.  What could I use? 

Some years ago, before I was editor of this illustrious journal, I sometimes sent stories to Andrew Wilson, who 

was then the editor, that I called ‘Nettlebridge Tales’.  I pretended that they were stories from the Nettlebridge 

Valley, where my layout is based, when in fact they were more-or-less true stories from my apprenticeship in the 

coal mines around Radstock in Somerset.  The facts were ‘polished up a bit’ in some of the tales, but the one 

here is true in every word, even down to the names of the people involved. 

Some of you will probably remember these stories from the first time they appeared in 55 News, but they will no 

doubt be new to others.  If you enjoy reading my stories, which admittedly are not a lot to do with 5.5mm scale, 

let me know and I might dig out one or two more when I’m stuck for something to fill a gap. 

If you don’t really like the stories, you know what to do – send me some copy and I won’t have gaps to fill! 

 

           Noel 

____________________________ 
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